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Abstract

The Engaging Learning Environment (ELE) model was introduced into a company’s workplace to support the learning and well-being of the employees. The participants were 107 middle managers: E-learning group (\(n = 42\)) and a comparison group (\(n = 42\)) as well as a blended ELE intervention group (\(n = 23\)) assigned by the company that combined e-learning and face-to-face sessions. All groups participated in pre- and post-tests. The participants’ knowledge was assessed by 16 MCQs and their application skills by the Dealing with Challenging Interaction (DCI) method which consisted of case studies. The descriptions of how to act in case situations were content analysed. A repeated measures GLM was used to determine whether knowledge and skills changed during the leadership training, and whether their belonging to one of the groups had any bearing on this. The analysis showed that the e-learning group improved their performance more than the comparison group and the results of the ELE intervention group improved even more. Therefore, it is possible to learn communication skills online.
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Introduction

This article looks at how to encourage middle managers’ workplace learning, by using modern pedagogical approaches. We believe that training in management and leadership could greatly benefit from current research on learning...
and instruction. The new Finnish national curriculum emphasises the need for modern broad-based expertise that includes working life skills, as well as entrepreneurship and ICT skills (Lonka, 2018). Our intention is to educate a new generation of citizens who are fluent in learning such skills. Our challenge, however, is to educate the existing workforce on how to deal with complex and ill-defined problems that confront them on a daily basis.

Workplace learning is a complex and multi-dimensional phenomenon (Tynjälä, 2008, 2013). There are many tacit knowledge and social practices involved that are difficult to put in a formal and literate form, especially leadership skills that involve the leader’s ability to solve very complex and contextual social problems that arise in organisations (Mumford, Zaccaro, Connelly, & Marks, 2000). Modern socio-constructivist theories emphasise the importance of the integrative pedagogy to address the identity and roles of the whole community and workplace practices (Tynjälä, 2008; Wenger, 1999). Today the ideas of networked, systemic and distributed learning have become increasingly popular, since many complex problems call for collaborative efforts and smart tools (Hakkarainen, Palonen, Paavola, & Lehtinen, 2004; Trilling & Fadel, 2009). Technology and digitalisation can change learning only if the knowledge practices of the workplace can be modified.

In his seminal work, Knowles (1980) stated that adults’ previous experiences are a rich resource for learning. Adult education programs should therefore be organised around ‘life application’ categories and sequenced according to the learners’ readiness to learn. Further, adults wish to apply newly acquired skills or knowledge to their present situation. Adults often learn more effectively through experiential techniques of education, especially when communications skills are in question (Aspegren, 1999; Kolb, 1984). Many workplace skills are difficult to teach by lecturing. Integrative pedagogy that applies process-oriented methods, such as problem-based, project-based and case-based learning methods have been recommended to enhance workplace learning (Tynjälä, 2008).

How do you engage learners?

Our pedagogical approach is based on a synthesis of previous models of process-oriented, student-activating and experiential learning approaches (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993; Kolb, 1984; Lonka & Ahola, 1995; Vermunt, 1995). In addition, our Engaging Learning Environment (ELE) also includes the modern psychology of learning, motivation and emotion (e.g., Muis et al., 2015; Pekrun, 2005). The four-phase model of interest by Hidi and Renninger (2006) is an essential part of this model: First, situational interest is 1) created, then 2) maintained into 3) deepened into personal interest, and the goal is to
motivate the participants for 4) long-term personal interest. ELE involves a gradually deepening learning cycle, typical of many theories of adult learning (Kolb, 1984; Mezirow, 1991). We wanted to develop both an online and a blended learning environment that takes into account the previous models of effective, meaningful and motivating learning practices that are well known to many adult educators.

The ELE model (Lonka, 2012, 2018) builds on the strengths of the participants. The learning cycle always starts with a pre-test followed by the stages below:

1. Activating prior knowledge and triggering interest. During this phase, the most important thing is to provide a meaningful context, where the current challenges of the workplace are diagnosed and shared. The intention is to find out what people already know and how they would put this into practice. In blended learning, we start with a face-to-face learning situation in order to establish trust, to get to know each other and to gauge the interest of the participants.

2. Supporting the learning process and maintaining interest. Here, online modules are applied, where information is easily available and the participants may deepen their understanding and test their learning. Video clips, that demonstrate how to deal with varying situations, may be provided. Networking and peer discussions with other participants are encouraged, either online or face-to-face. Constant feedback is provided, developing the progress of the learning process. Experiential learning methods are used especially in blended learning conditions where communication skills may be trained in interaction with other people (e.g., professional actors are used to act in the video clips).

3. Assessing change and motivating for future learning. Here, evaluation and post-tests take place, where we look at what was being learned, how well the process went and how to inspire the participants to put their knowledge into practice.

During training, conceptions of knowledge and learning (i.e. epistemic beliefs) may develop from seeing learning as memorising or intake of knowledge into seeing learning as applying, understanding or constructing knowledge. The highest levels of epistemic beliefs involve seeing learning as adopting new perspectives or changing as a person (Marton, Dall’Alba, & Beaty, 1993). Recently, conceptions of learning have turned towards collaborative knowledge construction as the rapidly changing, digital and dynamic environment sets new demands on intensive team work (Lonka, Olkinuora, & Mäkinen, 2004). We showed that during blended ELE leadership training, even epistemic change took place: the managers became increasingly willing to reflect on their
own actions and they began to see the practical value of leadership training (Ketonen, Talvio, & Lonka, 2014).

**Leadership skills to promote motivation and well-being**

It has been illustrated how managerial practices often have unintended or even negative consequences for the employee’s well-being (Grant, Christianson, & Price, 2007). Transformational leaders are expected to go beyond exchange relationships and motivate others to achieve more than they thought was possible (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Some studies of the relationship between transformational leadership and psychological well-being found that transformational leadership exerted a positive influence on the psychological well-being of workers (Arnold, Turner, Barling, Kelloway, & McKee, 2007). Learning is therefore not only cognitive, but also motivation plays an important role: it should be intrinsic or autonomous rather than extrinsic or controlled (e.g., Gegenfurtner, Veermans, Festner, & Gruber, 2009; Ryan & Deci, 2002). Emotions also play a role in learning, such as interest and curiosity (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Muis et al., 2015; Pekrun, 2005). It is of interest, how to promote both well-being and meaningful learning in the work place.

Many leadership models emphasise personal change and transformation instead of just leadership skills on their own. However, promoting well-being and motivating others are extremely complex social skills that are not easily learned (Talvio, 2014). There are meaningful ways of learning central leadership skills, such as Gordon’s Leader Effectiveness Training that helps to learn some crucial communication skills, for instance, listening and conflict resolution skills (Gordon, 2001; Leader effectiveness training, n. d.). There is however, little evidence of their impact.

Research on expertise is also a relevant approach to workplace learning (Tynjälä, 2013). Expertise is mostly domain specific and it is related to a certain area of expertise (Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996; Ericsson & Smith, 1991). Experts in various areas have declarative knowledge, “knowing that”, which is factual in nature and easily verbalised. During the development of expertise, their knowledge should transform into procedural knowledge that refers to “knowing how.” Such knowledge is often inert in nature: hard to teach, learn and assess (Renkl, Mandl, & Gruber, 1996).

High quality leadership has the potential to positively influence others’ psychological well-being (van Dierendonck, Haynes, Borrill, & Stride, 2004). It is obviously time to move away from leadership development programmes emphasising knowledge input over interaction (Hotho & Dowling, 2010). However, surprisingly little is known about the effect of online training on the well-being and social interaction skills of leaders and middle managers.
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The problem of putting a strategy into action may lie in the beliefs of the managers about the nature of expertise and how it should be encouraged. Many abilities such as “talent”, “IQ”, “emotional intelligence”, “personality traits” and “charisma”, may represent teachable and learnable skills (Ericsson, Prietula, & Cokely, 2007). The readiness to deal with leadership issues calls for intentional effort. Dweck (2006) used the term “fixed mindset” to look at a set of beliefs that reduced complex skills into traits and innate abilities. In contrast, “growth” mindset referred to successfully dealing with complex tasks such as dealing with challenging interactions in the workplace (ibid.). In the context of growth mindset, errors would not be signs of failure, but as sources for learning and development. Group dynamics are very complicated, and people may have difficulties in seeing their own contribution in them. In our previous study, we showed that during blended ELE leadership training the fixed mindset conceptions did decrease during training, indicating that growth mindset may be encouraged by engaging the participants to learn how to deal with complex interactions (Ketonen et al., 2014).

Evidence supports that, in other contexts, communication skills can be learned and taught. Many of these studies have been carried out in the area of medicine (e.g., Aspegren, 1999; Brown & Bylund, 2008): basic skills can be learnt in a short period of training, and men are sometimes slower learners of communication skills than women. Regardless of research evidence, little effort has been made to provide an overarching framework for organising the training of communication skills (Cegala & Broz, 2002).

The benefits of teachers’ social interaction training have also been shown, for instance, in the context of a four-day Gordon’s Teacher Effectiveness Training (Gordon, 2003; Teacher effectiveness training, n. d.). Overall, the outcomes of TET were positive (Talvio, 2014; Talvio, Ketonen, & Lonka, 2014; Talvio, Lonka, Komulainen, Kuusela, & Lintunen, 2015). The participants’ skills studied during TET such as listening skills, autonomy supporting behaviour and the readiness to confront in a constructive way improved during the course. Further, undesired ways of interacting decreased significantly. In the comparison group, no significant differences between pre- and post-test scores were found in knowledge, skills, or overall well-being levels. The effects of TET lasted nine months after completing the course: most participants described the methods of applying the acquired skills and most of the participating teachers would have recommended the training to their colleagues. (Talvio et al., 2014) Obviously, having the working group at the same training helped participants to maintain the learned knowledge and skills.
Knowledge and skills are in many cases intertwined, since relevant knowledge is needed for problem solving, and expertise is highly domain specific (Hodges, 2006). For example, in our previous study (Talvio, Lonka, Komulainen, Kuusela, & Lintunen, 2013) the teachers' knowledge of communication skills and competence to apply them correlated well with each other. However, even a high level of knowledge does not necessarily guarantee skilled actions in practical situations. The studied knowledge might be irrelevant or difficult to put into action. Management and leadership skills typically involve lots of procedural and practical problem solving, that is ill-defined, complex and contextual in nature, and the problems to be solved are in many cases social (Mumford et al., 2000; Tynjälä, 2008).

**Blended learning and e-learning in higher education and leadership training**

Parallel to theories of learning and leadership, technologies have gone through major transformations during recent decades. “Educational technology” has turned into computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL): instead of individual learning, collaborative knowledge creation is the goal (e.g., Paavola, Lipponen, & Hakkarainen, 2004). E-learning has been increasingly merged with face-to-face learning and the terms “blended” or “hybrid” environments are common in higher education (Bonk & Graham, 2006). Our own concept Engaging Learning Environment (ELE) refers to a holistic pedagogical model in a hybrid/blended learning environment combining physical, virtual, mobile, social, pedagogical and mental spaces of learning (Lonka, 2012; Sandström, Eriksson, Lonka, & Nenonen, 2016).

E-learning is usually defined as the use of different ICT technologies in learning, while blended learning environments are usually defined as learning environments which combine face-to-face learning with e-learning (e.g., Bonk & Graham, 2006). Recently in Finland, new blended learning initiatives have been launched into higher education (Marttinen, Patala, Ketonen, Ruusunen, & Lonka, 2012). The use of ICT technologies in learning, as well as in cooperation with work life, shows that the use of educational technology must be increased and teachers should be trained to use it to a higher degree. Even if the younger generation is more familiarised with technologies and students appreciate online education, to ensure the success of an online course, an effective course design using a student-centred model, delivery and assessment is needed (Mortagy & Boghikian-Whitby, 2010).

The use of e-learning in education is world-wide and teaching and learning practices have been increasingly transferred into the e-learning environ-
ment. However, face-to-face learning still has its benefits. Paechter and Maier (2010) indicated in their study that when students needed to acquire skills in self-regulated learning they advocated online learning, but wanted face-to-face instruction for knowledge and skills. Worker’s attitudes and perceptions were analysed among 2000 bank employees (Batalla-Busquets & Pacheco-Bernal, 2013). The results showed that e-learning was seen as a more flexible and up-to-date training methodology, whereas face-to-face training was perceived as more motivating. We assumed that benefits from both face-to-face learning and e-learning, at their best, can be adapted to the innovative blended learning environment, such as ELE. We have applied the Engaging Learning Environment (ELE) model in collaboration with the Finnish Economic Information Office (TAT) in seven e-learning courses “Young Business Generations” to promote the business and working life skills of Finnish high-school students. These courses can be applied, in collaboration with the teachers, either as mere e-learning environments or as a blended learning environment (Vaara, 2018).

As the role of modern managers changes from controlling to more supporting and engaging (Hlupic, 2014), also the management training as well as other on-the-job training should be adapted to the reality of a modern work-environment. Grossman, Salas, Pavlas and Rosen (2013) used instructional features to enhance demonstration-based training in management education. Wall and Ahmed (2008) showed among construction professionals that the instructor and classroom instruction played an important role in the delivery of blended learning. They highlighted the importance of planning informal events in addition to formal instruction. Their case study illustrated that blended learning programmes can engage construction professional by using a range of ICT technologies and the integration of these technologies can make for an effective programme. (Ibid.) However, even if e-learning is increasingly used in the work-environment, the role of face-to-face learning cannot be underestimated. There is a need to develop and engage both e-learning and blended learning environments into management training.

**Context of the study**

A major insurance company in Finland was implementing an organisational change process. The aim of our collaboration was to create an e-learning and a blended learning environment by developing an innovative leadership training for the middle management. The intention was to utilise Engaging Learning Environment (ELE) model (Lonka, 2012, 2018; Lonka & Ketonen, 2012) for the training, focusing on supporting the well-being and working conditions of the employees.
Our challenge was to help middle managers of a large insurance company who were experts in their specific areas (lawyers, business people or engineers) to implement the new corporate strategy. In order to put successfully the strategy into action they needed to have the relevant knowledge. They also needed to know about the recommended procedures and practices of different cases regarding varying leadership issues, such as sick leave and their employees’ well-being. This called for complex communication skills. Middle managers also faced various challenging interaction situations in this work. Knowledge about strategy can be difficult to apply in the workplace. Communication skills are not the result of knowing the strategy, but a declarative knowledge that should be turned into expert know-how. This paper describes how the pedagogical challenge was achieved and if there was any evidence of the goals being met in terms of how the middle managers learned to deal with challenging interactions in the workplace.

During the training, we studied the possibility of changes to the participants’ knowledge and skills on how to learn and deal with challenging interactions. We also wanted to compare the outcomes of ELE E-learning group (e-learning only) and the comparison group with each other. We also wanted to look at the benefits of the intensive ELE intervention (blended training). Two research questions were addressed in this study:

1) Would participants in the E-learning group report significantly higher levels of knowledge about the corporate strategy on occupational health and wellbeing of the company and their readiness to deal with challenging interaction (application of knowledge) after the training, than those in the comparison group?

2) Would adding the face-to-face element by blended ELE leadership training promote learning even more?

**Method**

**The intervention**

In the present study we focused on the middle managers’ knowledge about the strategy of their company on occupational health and their readiness to apply this knowledge in challenging interaction situations. Identical questionnaires were given to participants in August (pre-test) and at the end of October (post-test) to examine any possible changes to the above-mentioned measured outcomes.

From the same major insurance company, there were two randomised groups: 1) E-learning group (n = 42) who had access to the online materials...
and 2) a comparison group \((n = 42)\) who only filled in the questionnaires. In addition, there was 3) a blended ELE intervention group \((n = 23)\) that was assigned by the company (these participants could not be randomised), who went through the process that combined the online learning and the face-to-face sessions. They were selected by the HR who believed these individuals had a promising future with the company.

Managers chosen by the insurance company were given a blended cyclic knowledge advancement process of ELE to encourage their organisational change process. The ten-week process started in August and finished in October. Accommodation, meals and travel expenses of those managers who attended were paid for by the company, plus all were away from their workplace during this period, incurring a substantial financial commitment from the company. The company’s intranet was used as the online environment and the face-to-face training took place in the workplace. In addition, online chat meetings took place.

During the first phase (catching interest) current knowledge was examined and activated in a meaningful context to guide and direct learning. A face-to-face session kick-off in mid-August. All participants were well acquainted with the corporation’s new strategy, but they had some misgivings as how to implement it. The second phase (maintaining interest) consisted of individual online studies prepared by the HR and the ELE team. In mid-September a series of online studies and chat meetings were integrated with a six-hour face-to-face workshop directed by the ELE head trainer and a group of professional actors who demonstrated challenging situations to the participants. In the third phase of the ELE process (assessing learning gains, motivating future learning) knowledge produced and learning gains were assessed to engage participants in deepening their inquiry and interest levels. The final session took place at the end of October.

**Participants**

The participants were from a major Finnish insurance company and consisted of 107 middle managers aged 27 to 63 \((M = 46.8, SD = 8.4)\). 69.7% of these participants were female and 30.3% were male. On an average, the participants had 7.7 years of working experience as a manager in the company but the variation was quite large \((SD = 6.9)\). The average of the manager experience in general (in different companies combined) was 10.3 years, also varying quite a lot \((SD = 8.6)\).

We conducted a chi-square test on categorical (gender) and an ANOVA test on continuous (age, manager experience, scores on knowledge and knowledge
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variables to determine whether there were differences between groups prior to training that would potentially influence the results. We found no statistically significant differences between the three groups’ background information (i.e., age, gender, managerial experience), scores on knowledge and knowledge application measured before the ELE training.

**Instruments and procedure**

*Knowledge about the strategy on occupational health and well-being*

In the pre- and post-questionnaire, a total of 16 multiple choice questions were asked to ascertain the participants’ knowledge of managing their employees’ occupational health and well-being. Each question had 3-7 alternative answers that the participants considered to be right or wrong. There were nine questions of general managing issues, such as the roles and responsibilities of the manager, how to handle a decline in the workforce’s well-being and quality of work, what is bullying, how accidents at work can be prevented, and why it is important to take care of the employees’ well-being. There were seven additional questions that examined the knowledge of the goals and rules that are central to the human resources management of the investigated company. The rating scale varied between 0 (demonstrating poor knowledge) to 70 (demonstrating excellent knowledge). This knowledge test was created by the HR of the company and it measured various dimensions of knowledge about the new strategy. It was not assumed that the questions would be a coherent scale.

*Knowledge application in challenging interaction*

The knowledge application in challenging interaction situations was tested by utilising the Dealing with Challenging Interaction (DCI) method (Talvio, Lonka, Komulainen, Kuusela, & Lintula, 2012; Talvio et al., 2013). The questionnaires also included cases of challenging situations that managers need to handle with their employees. After presenting each case the participants were asked to describe in a few lines on how they would react. For example: “The quality of work and the productivity of one of your employees have declined. The projects that he is involved with are behind schedule and he refuses to take responsibility. To keep the clients satisfied, your colleagues have been forced to take care of his projects. How would you react?” (Case 1, declining productivity). The other two cases were about discussing the employee’s excessive working days, withdrawing from others’ company, and unexplained absence from work (Case 2, changed behaviour) and confronting the work
community about lack of respect and a bad atmosphere among employees (Case 3, poor atmosphere).

The descriptions of the intended action given by the participants were content analysed and quantified by rating the answers on the scale from one to five according to the interpersonal quality of the response (see Frey, Botan, Friedman, & Kreps, 1992; Talvio et al., 2012; Weber, 1990). For example, only one point was given when the answer contained no dialogue and just directive talk, whereas full five points were given if the answer was reciprocal in nature, for example, including descriptions of listening and supporting the autonomy and agency of the employee. The answers to all three cases were independently rated by an external pedagogue and an external communication skills trainer, in parallel, before and after the training. In addition, the head trainer of the ELE training analysed the answers of Case 1. The raters did not know if the answer was given before or after the training and whether the participant belonged to the ELE, E-learning or comparison group.

In each case, Cronbach’s alphas were calculated to determine the internal consistency of the raters. In Case 1, the alpha was .73 in the pre-test and .64 in the post-test, indicating adequate reliability of the combined ratings of the three independent raters. In Cases 2 and 3, Cronbach’s alphas were .69 and .67 in the pre-test and .77 and .71 in the post-test, respectively. Hence, the independent ratings of the qualitative cases showed moderate to good internal consistency among the raters and consequently sufficient reliability in the quantification of each case.

Analyses

All the analyses were implemented using IBM SPSS Statistics version 24.0. The mean scores and the standard deviations for the pre- and post-tests for each group were calculated. A repeated measures General Linear Model (GLM) was carried out in four separate models in order to determine whether participants’ knowledge and knowledge application (in three cases) would change during the leadership training (main effect), and whether their belonging to ELE, E-learning or the comparison group had any bearing on such changes (interaction). In each model, the knowledge or knowledge application (case) variable was added as a dependent variable, group membership and leadership training (pre- and post-tests) as independent variables (between subjects and within-subject independent variables). All the variables were added into the models at the same time, and the main effect of training, as well as the interaction between group and training of knowledge and knowledge application, was investigated simultaneously. Furthermore, pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni adjustment were conducted to further examine in which particular groups the difference between the means of pre- and post-tests was significant. In the statistical analyses, the largest possible number of participants were included in each analysis.

**Results**

No statistically significant differences were found, in any of the cases, between the ELE, E-learning and comparison group before the ELE training for scores on knowledge or knowledge application. Furthermore, all groups had high scores on knowledge prior to the training (close to 60 points on a scale varying from 0-70 (see Table 1 for detailed descriptive statistics).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>ELE intervention group</th>
<th>E-learning group</th>
<th>Comparison group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 23</td>
<td>n = 42</td>
<td>n = 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pre-test post-test</td>
<td>pre-test post-test</td>
<td>pre-test post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>M 60.7 SD 3.6</td>
<td>M 59.5 SD 5.8</td>
<td>M 59.3 SD 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M 62.8 SD 4.9</td>
<td>M 61.1 SD 5.7</td>
<td>M 59.8 SD 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge application</td>
<td>Case 1: M 3.26 SD .75</td>
<td>Case 1: M 3.18 SD .77</td>
<td>Case 1: M 3.29 SD .83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 2: M 3.02 SD .55</td>
<td>Case 2: M 2.92 SD .87</td>
<td>Case 2: M 3.06 SD .92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 3: M 2.89 SD .83</td>
<td>Case 3: M 3.01 SD .90</td>
<td>Case 3: M 3.06 SD .91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Change in knowledge with regard to the strategy on occupational health and well-being**

To address the first research question a repeated measures GLM was conducted with the score measuring knowledge being the dependent variable. The results revealed that overall, the positive effect of training on knowledge scores was statistically significant \([F(1.77) = 11.07, p = .001, \eta^2 = .126]\). Pairwise comparisons demonstrated a significant difference between pre- and post-tests within the ELE intervention group \([F(1.77) = 5.42, p = .022, \eta^2 = .066]\) and the E-learning group \([F(1.77) = 8.91, p = .004, \eta^2 = .104]\) but not for the comparison group \([F(1.77) = .08, p = .784, \eta^2 = .001]\), indicating that the training had a positive effect on the ELE-intervention group and E-learning group.
(see Figure 1). Thus, the scores of both the ELE and the E-learning group changed significantly between pre- and post-tests in terms of increasing knowledge of the company’s strategy regardless of the high level of knowledge before the training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ELE-Intervention</th>
<th>E-Learning</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of Knowledge</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Changes within the groups knowledge scores between pre- and post-test.

**Changes in how to apply the knowledge to challenging interaction situations**

The results of repeated measures GLM regarding Case 1 (decreased productivity) indicated a significant positive change across all groups \([F(1.74) = 15.89, p < .001, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .177]\) as well as statistically significant interaction between the training (i.e., pre- and post-test) and the group \([F(2.74) = 5.19, p = .008, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .123]\). However, when examining the nature of the interaction and to determine in which groups the significant differences between the mean scores of the pre-and post-tests were, it was found that the change was significant both in the ELE intervention group \([F(1.74) = 10.54, p =.002, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .125]\) and in the E-learning group \([F(1.74) = 12.15, p = .001, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .141]\) but not in the comparison group \([F(1.74) = .04, p =.848, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .000]\) (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Changes within the groups in Case 1 (decreased productivity) scores between pre- and post-test.

Similarly, the scores of Case 2 (changed behaviour) showed a significant improvement during the ELE-training \( [F(1.72) = 7.49, p = .008, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .094] \) and statistically significant interaction between the training and the group \( [F(2.72) = 7.12, p = .002, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .165] \). This time, however, the significant change was found only among the participants of the ELE intervention group \( [F(1.72) = 14.34, p < .001, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .166] \). Accordingly, the change during the training was not significant neither among the E-learning group \( [F(1.72), p = .115, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .034] \) nor the comparison group \( [F(1.72) = 1.51, p = .224, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .020] \) (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Changes within the groups in Case 2 (changed behaviour) scores between pre- and post-test.
Finally, the results of GLM regarding Case 3 (poor atmosphere) revealed that the effect of the training was not statistically significant in any of the groups. A slight positive improvement was found in the answers of the ELE intervention group but it was not statistically significant \( [F(1.71) = 2.37, p = .129] \) (see Figure 4).

**Figure 4.** Changes between the groups in Case 3 (poor atmosphere) scores between pre- and post-test.

### Discussion

The comparison group did not differ from the other two groups at the beginning of the intervention in terms of their knowledge of strategy or their readiness to solve challenging problems in human interaction. This indicates that even though the ELE Intervention group was selected by the company based on being promising future leaders, they did no better in the pre-tests than the other two groups.

The first research question was about the difference between the E-learning group and the comparison group. In terms of the knowledge about the strategy, during the training the E-learning group improved significantly more than the comparison group. Also, when solving Case 1, about how to react to a situation where an employee’s quality of work had declined, the E-learning group improved significantly, whereas there was no change in the comparison group.

The second research question was whether the ELE Intervention group would differ from the other two groups. It appeared that in Case 1, both the
E-learning and the ELE intervention groups improved their knowledge application significantly more than the comparison group. In addition, only the ELE intervention group improved their applied knowledge in Case 2, where an employee’s behavioural problems were dealt with (long working days, lack of communication, and unexplained absence). No significant changes were found during the training, in terms of these measures among the participants of the comparison group.

No statistically significant changes could be perceived in the participants’ answers to Case 3, not even in the ELE intervention group. This case was about how to deal with lack of respect and poor atmosphere in the workplace. This case did not test the social interaction skills that had been learned in ELE training but rather, a more general ability to lead group dynamics and improve group spirit. In the pre-test, there was a rich variation of approaches to the answers in this case, because the participants used their previous experiences instead of specific theory. That variation remained about the same, probably because ELE training did not provide enough frame and concrete tools to deal with this very complex subject.

**Limitations of the study**

The main limitation of this study was that it was not possible to randomise all groups. We did not have control over whom the company wanted to recruit in the ELE intervention group. The complex real-life setting was both an asset and a challenge with this study. There is always a trade-off in trying to maximise an authentic learning experience simultaneously with scientific rigor. It follows that the most robust results concern the differences between the e-learning group and the comparison group.

Further, we do not know if the learning outcomes will be transferred into real situations. There is a risk that the knowledge remains inert, but we tried to minimise this, since the trainees were expected to use the knowledge in the workplace and the context was kept as authentic as possible (Gegenfurtner et al., 2009). On the other hand, observing or taking video clips of challenging situations would give interesting information about possible transfer. There is a base-rate problem since these situations are quite rare and it would be difficult to capture real situations from moments when data are collected. Asking the employees’ perceptions or asking them to write diaries about their managers’ possible behavioural change might be difficult as well because of the infrequency of such situations.

Another limitation is that we do not know how long lasting are the reported effects of the training. However, we believe that the participants of the train-
ing have learned to recognise more constructive ways of communicating with their employees, and that if they have time to think of ways of confronting the employee, they will utilise the knowledge and skills studied in the training. It might be possible to ask the participants after, for example, one year what they remember about the course and ask them to describe a challenging situation where they have used the knowledge and skills studied on the course. This kind of self-report would reflect quite well the perceived long-term effects of the training for the participant (see Talvio et al., 2014). After this intervention the company went through a major merger, which made it impossible to follow the participants.

Conclusions and implications

One of the strengths of the study was that the quasi-experimental research design. Furthermore, in the analyses phase the researchers did not know, whether the qualitative answers on dealing with challenging interaction situations were given before or after the training, and whether they were given by the ELE intervention group, the E-learning group or the comparison group. Therefore, the researchers were unbiased in their classifications.

The present study showed that complex communication skills could be studied and learned in both an e-learning and blended learning environment (Case 1). Further, some forms of social interaction skills were more effectively learned when face-to-face workshops were included (also Case 2). In this sense, the blended ELE training appeared more effective than the e-learning environment.

The benefit of the ELE intervention, however, was much more than adding face-to-face interaction to e-learning. It was a hybrid, deepening learning process based on our best understanding of modern pedagogical practices (Lonka, 2012; Tynjälä, 2013). The face-to-face group discussions and peer learning during workshops were also central. The participants expressed the opinion that face-to-face meetings were of more value than online chats. In learning communication skills, the experiential learning demonstrations and simulations by the trainer and the professional actors may have deepened the learning compared to studying the material alone by going through online video clips.

It was important that the whole intervention was integrated within the workplace environment and the skills training given was directly related to the work of the middle managers. It was comforting to notice that even in the most difficult cases, those who participated in training showed significant improvement in their readiness to deal with challenging situations. This experience
Engaging leadership training gave us some important lessons about how to engage high-level professionals in a profound, authentic learning process.

The main findings of the study:
- It is important to create e-learning and blended learning environments that are based on modern educational theories and models;
- Engaging Learning Environment (ELE) model was used to implement a corporate strategy and foster social interaction skills of middle managers;
- The research design was quasi-experimental with an e-learning group, a blended learning group and a comparison group;
- Authentic case-based evaluation methods were developed to measure how to deal with challenging interactions in the workplace;
- In a pedagogically designed environment, middle managers learned how to put their corporate strategy into action.
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